Thank you for your contact today.
Attached is information for you regarding arts psychology. If you would like to read further about
what an art psychologist tutor does and the difference between art therapy – click on the link in the
email or open our ‘Art Psychology training’ form – this is in depth information what tutors will be
having to go through with training and what they facilitate.
If you do decide to bring your child to the sessions - the following options are available:
Attend ‘Art classes’ which is 1hr and a half - £15 per class including all materials –
Payable month in advance. (Usually £60 for 4 weeks)
Reports would need to be purchased on top of this which is £40 per report (£10)
The first initial assessment includes: Total: (£100)
4x ‘Art tutored classes’ (1.5hr) includes all materials (£60)
4x reports per class based on the assessments (6-8 pages) £40
1x up to 2hr consultation privately after the 4 assessments.
Consultation includes: feedback on the assessments, support theory and techniques
to introduce into your current routine. Support in routine in your personal home.

Thereafter it would only be the art class fee monthly. (This is optional after our consultation
you can decide to carry on with the regular art classes for as long as you wish)
The art class is like a regular ‘gym’ session for your child to ensure they are balancing their
emotions. (You can decide how long you would like them to stay)
A report is put together for you to know what needs to be addressed and what has surfaced.
We will meet up to discuss the report. You can choose thereafter how many reports you
would like. (Generally the initial 4 is all you need provided you put in the changes with your
child)
Everything is a process which is explained and will take time, but not the normal time of
‘therapy’ I have seen huge turnaround from 4 sessions. The extra classes are to keep up the
work that has been put in place – hence not always needing extra reports.
You may also be interested in our online parent program which is currently being put
together for lifetime access – more details will follow
Second option:
Attend ‘Art classes’ which is 1hr - £35 per class including all materials – Payable
month in advance. (Usually £140 for 4 weeks)
Reports would need to be purchased on top of this which is £40 per report (£10)
The first initial assessment includes: Total: (£180)
4x ‘Art tutored classes’ (1hr) includes all materials (£140)
4x reports per class based on the assessments (6-8 pages) £40
1x up to 2hr consultation privately after the 4 assessments.
Consultation includes: feedback on the assessments, support theory and techniques
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to introduce into your current routine. Support in routine in your personal home.
One to one sessions - (4x 1hr to include materials) with report. (£100)
We would meet up to discuss the report but extra support for parents is again suggested
towards the online parent program
Once this is complete, you can:
• Decide if you wish to carry on with one to one classes (£140 - £35 per class)
• Ask your child to join the regular art classes (£60 - £15 per class)
Please be aware the prices above are based on 4 weeks. You are asked to pay for the month
in advance, so if there are 3 weeks or 5 weeks we ask you to pay the amount you attend.
Missed classes: Are not refunded due to limit in space, bookings and waiting lists. You are
given the opportunity to make up your missed class, but when there is a space available on
a different day/class.
If you could please fill in the Art psychology child booking form attached to the email: ‘Art
psychology child booking form’

Information about art psychology:
Attached to the email is information about what we do. Please be aware our website is
currently being constructed and built to provide more services to you. We are hoping for you
to have access by the end of July 2018
Next steps:
Fill in the form – art psychology child booking form
Contact Justine to see where which option you would like to move forward with (one to one
or group class)
See which art class has spaces available for you to attend
Organise payment
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